
Don’t compromise -  
Best protection for  
desktops and laptops 

CLIENT SECURITY



Up-to-date software is  
the key to security

83%[1] of top ten malware could have been avoided by using up to date 

software. Criminals ruthlessly exploit known vulnerabilities, but using the 

latest security patches can protect you against these obvious attempts. 

Even with all patches in place, there will always be zero-day attacks that cannot be stopped. 

This is where detection rate comes into the picture. With average solutions, as many as one 

out of ten[2] malware attacks succeeds. Therefore, you need a superior security product 

that blocks the attempts to breach your security.

Protecting your desktops and laptops has never been easier. Client Security prevents 

contact with malicious content, prevents browser or plug-in exploitation and the execution 

of hostile content. Client Security automatically isolates any unprotected computers from 

the network.

The solution can be centrally managed with F-Secure Policy Manager, and works as an 

integrated part of the Business Suite, a complete IT security solution for companies of all 

sizes. Client Security is fast and efficient to deploy, while simultaneously simple and intuitive 

to manage.

Easy security with  
F-Secure Client Security



F-Secure Client Security™ Standard offers further enhanced security with new detection 

technology for all platforms without compromising the performance. It offers centrally 

managed proactive behavior based protection against emerging zero-day threats. It has 

constantly been on top of detection rate studies by independent organisations.  

Additionally, CS provides corporate desktops and laptops integrated antivirus, firewall, 

antispyware, rootkit scanning and behavior monitoring. Security problems are handled 

automatically. Improved browsing protection works with all browsers and shows the end-

user which websites are safe to enter and automatically blocks harmful sites. 

Uncompromised security with 
minimal impact on performance

1. Based on F-Secure study in March 2013

2. AV-TEST statistics

3. http://nvd.nist.gov/

85% of vulnerabilities  
are in 3rd party  
software



Avoid the obvious attacks  
with Software Updater

A staggering number of 87% of computers miss critical software updates.

Keeping software up-to-date is a critical component of computer and business security. 

85% [3] of all vulnerabilities are in 3rd party software*. However, keeping all software current 

can be an overwhelming task, which is why it often gets neglected.

F-Secure Client Security™ Premium includes Software Updater that scans the system for 

missing software updates and automatically keeps the operating system and 3rd party 

applications up to date and patched from vulnerabilities. A manual option is also available 

for those who want greater control.

Software Updater is unique in the market since it supports both operating system and 3rd 

party updates. 
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Get to know our products

Our entire award-winning security portfolio is available as a service. We offer you peace of mind 

in a flexible subscription tailored to meet their needs.

Powerful protection without slowing down your clients’ laptops and desktops – 

whether PC or Mac – and you can provision them all easily and quickly.

Fighting malware can be costly and time-consuming once it has entered a 

corporate network. F-Secure’s solutions for Windows, Citrix and Linux servers 

give powerful protection against all types of malware.

We provide you powerful, easy-to-use central management of all your clients, 

from company-level accounts down to individual workstations. All from the 

comfort of your desk – or wherever you happen to be.

People’s habits are changing: mobile devices are increasingly used for 

everything from confidential data to shopping online. People change their 

devices often, too – and keeping them protected through our service model 

saves you time and effort.

Read more: www.f-secure.com/business



Innovation, reliability and speed of response have made F-Secure one 

of the world’s leading IT security providers since its founding in 1988. 

Today F-Secure’s award-winning, easy-to-use products are trusted in 

millions of homes and businesses globally. We provide powerful real- 

time protection allowing computer and smartphone users to enjoy 

connected life. 
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www.f-secure.comProtecting the irreplaceable


